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Love is in the Air 

Ahhhh…love…Valentine’s Day looms around the corner with couples
scrambling in stores to coordinate this year’s overtures of love, awash
in a sea of red and pink.  If you’re anything like me, the very thought
of this Hallmark holiday with itss boxed chocolates, overpriced roses,
and prix-fix table-for-two menus has you cringing in horror. No, I am
not “romantic;" at least not in the modern, pre-packaged, cookie-
cutter version of the word. I am the Ebeneezer Scrooge of Valentine’s
Day.
 
Having said all that, there is space in my coal *ahem*, I mean heart,
for genuine romantic gestures and displays of true love. I'm looking to
the past for inspiration as I go to celebrate my first Valentine’s Day
with my partner. What did medieval writers have to say about love?
What can I glean from the Middle Ages to make Valentine’s less
cheesy and more meaningful?
 
In this issue, we look at my least favourite holiday, but through
medieval eyes. Courtly love, a stunning  sixteenth-century manuscript
celebrating the love of a man for his wife, same-sex love, (because
yes, it did exist in the Middle Ages despite what nay-sayers would
have you believe), and all facets of love, medieval and early modern. If
you celebrate, I don’t begrudge you, enjoy the chocolates, the dinner,
and the roses. Happy Valentine’s Day…and Bah Humbug!  ~S
 

Sandra & Dani
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How St Dwynwen Wrongly Became
Known as the Welsh Valentine 

Dylan Foster Evans

The ruins of St Dwynwen's Church, Llanddwyn (Wikipedia)

February 14 is the day marked for lovers in many
countries around the world, but in Wales there is
another date traditionally associated with
romance: St Dwynwen’s Day, January 25. This
piece looks at the "other" Valentine's Day and the
Welsh patron saint of lovers.



As the earliest version of her tale
goes, Dwynwen was deeply in
love with a young man called
Maelon Dafodrill, but when she
rebuffed his premarital sexual
advances, he became enraged
and left her. Saddened and
fearful, Dwynwen prayed to God,
and soon enough her former
suitor’s ardour was decisively
cooled – he was turned into a
block of ice. And for rejecting
Maelon’s untimely advances, God
allowed Dwynwen three wishes.
 
Her first wish was that Maelon
should be defrosted at once. The
second was that her prayers on

behalf of “all true-hearted lovers”
should be heard, so that “they
should either obtain the objects
of their affection, or be cured of
their passion”. Her final wish was
that she should never have to
marry; she is said to have ended
her life as a nun at the isolated
church named after her,
Llanddwyn, on the island of
Anglesey.
 

Creating a legend
Although it echoes other
medieval saints’ lives, Dwynwen’s
story only appeared for the first
time in the writings of the self-
 

(L) St. Dwynwen. (Photo: Historic
UK)

Dwynwen –
pronounced [d  nw n] –
was the daughter of an
early medieval king
who became the Welsh
patron saint of lovers.
As you might expect,
she has her own love
story – although it’s
not quite what we
today would consider a
romantic one.



-taught polymath Edward
Williams (1747-1826), better
known by his bardic name Iolo
Morganwg. Now Morganwg,
depending on your point of view,
was either a creative literary
genius or a shameless forger.
 Either way, it seems certain that
Dwynwen’s story is not medieval
at all, but rather a product of
Morganwg’s vivid imagination.
 
However, Dwynwen may well
have been a real woman: she is
mentioned in early genealogies
as one of the numerous saintly
daughters of the semi-legendary
fifth-century king, Brychan
Brycheiniog. Part of a Latin mass
from the early 16th century states
that she walked on water from
Ireland to escape the clutches of
the Welsh king Maelgwn
Gwynedd – although fleeing to
Ireland might have been a better
plan.
 
Our knowledge of the cult of
Dwynwen is mainly based on two
Welsh-language poems. The most
famous was composed by
medieval Wales’s greatest poet,
Dafydd ap Gwilym, around the
middle of the 14th century, and
was certainly known to
Morganwg. In it, the amorous

poet calls for Dwynwen’s
assistance as a “llatai”, or love-
messenger, for him and his
married lover Morfudd. Aware
that his actions are, to say the
least, morally dubious, Dafydd
promises the saint that she won’t
lose her place in heaven by
helping the lovers. Indeed,
ensuring that his back is at least
metaphorically covered, he also
calls on God himself to keep
Morfudd’s interfering husband
from interrupting the lovers in
their woodland trysts.
 
The other poem, by the priest-
poet Dafydd Trefor, dates from
around 1500 and describes the
pilgrims that thronged to her
church to see her image and to
seek restoration from her holy
wells. Their offerings ensured that
the church grew wealthy
although Dwynwen’s fame –
inevitably – receded after the
Reformation. But she never
slipped into complete obscurity.
 

Modern reworkings
Dwynwen’s re-emergence began
in earnest when extracts from
Morganwg’s manuscripts were
published with English
translations in 1848.



As a result, her story slowly but
surely gained a foothold in the
Welsh imagination. In 1886, for
instance, composer Joseph Parry
wrote the music for “Dwynwen”,
a rousing chorus for male voice
choirs. And in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries, Welsh
newspapers in both languages
would occasionally relate the
story of the “Celtic Venus”.
 
In the 1960s, as the
commercialisation of St
Valentine’s Day continued apace,
the first St Dwynwen’s Day cards
were produced in Wales. Yet
unlike her ice-melting prototype,
the modern Dwynwen proved to
be a slow burner. Indeed, by 1993
a commentator stated that
attempts to create a Dwynwen
tradition were withering away.
 
But in the current century St
Dwynwen’s Day is once more
flourishing, bolstered by the
media and the same kind of
special offers that you see around
St Valentine’s Day. And although
St Dwynwen’s Day is more
familiar to those who speak Welsh
than to those who don’t, even this
is slowly changing.
 

Does it say something about the
passion of the Welsh that they
have two days for lovers,
Valentine – “Ffolant” as he is
known in Welsh – and Dwynwen?
Probably not. But the relationship
between the two is revealingly
ambivalent.
 
St Dwynwen’s day is in part a
protest against the globalising
commercialisation of St
Valentine’s Day. But it’s also an
attempt to find a place in the
same marketplace for a
distinctively Welsh product. It
certainly shouldn’t be seen as a
repackaging of St Valentine’s Day
for a Welsh audience – that would
be like marketing St David as the
“St George of Wales”.
 
If you find yourself in Wales on
January 25, do make the most of
the opportunity to follow your
heart’s desires. The only advice I’d
give you is this: don’t call
Dwynwen the “Welsh Valentine”.
 
This article originally appeared in the
Conversation.



Talk the Talk
Anglo-Norman

"Amor", Noun: Love

Quant des lais faire m’entremet,
ne vueil ubliër Bisclavret.
Bisclavret a nun en Bretan,
[Bl. 152d] Garulf l’apelent li Norman.
Jadis le poeit hum oïr
e sovent suleit avenir,
hume plusur garulf devindrent
e es boscages maisun tindrent.
Garulf, ceo est beste salvage ;
tant cum il est en cele rage,
humes devure, grant mal fait,
es granz forez converse e vait.
Cest afaire les ore ester ;
del Bisclavret vus vueil cunter.

A snippet from one the Breton
love lais of Marie de France 
(1160-1215). Marie was a poet
who wote about courtly love in
Anglo-Norman. Unfortunately,
very little is known about her life.
Marie's tale Bisclavret  is the story
of a baron trapped in the body of
a werewolf by his scheming wife.
She discards him when she learns
of his curse. Her wickedness is
eventually revealed and he
returns to human form.



A Same-Sex Marriage Ceremony in
Renaissance Rome?

By Gary Ferguson

 Saints Sergius and Bacchus. 7th Century icon. Yale historian John Boswell
considers the saints to be an example of an early Christian same-sex union
reflective of tolerant early Christians attitudes toward homosexuality based on
this icon depecting what some claim is a religious wedding. (Wikipedia).

In the late 16th century, the famous French essayist Michel
de Montaigne wrote about two marriages between people of
the same sex. The first involved women in eastern France, the
second a group of men in Rome. At the time, same-sex
marriages were not recognized by religious or civil law, and
sodomy – a term that included a wide range of sexual acts –
was a crime. As a result, when those involved were
discovered they were usually brought to trial and punished,
sometimes by death.



These episodes, along with many
others, reveal that even in
Renaissance Europe, marriage
was a highly contested issue.
 
Marriage between two men or
two women might seem like a
concept that has emerged only in
recent decades. For centuries,
however, same-sex couples have
appropriated marriage in their
own ways. I investigate a
particularly notable example of
this – the second of the two cases
recounted by Montaigne – in my
recent book “Same-Sex Marriage
in Renaissance Rome: Sexuality,
Identity and Community in Early
Modern Europe.”
 

An evolving institution
Throughout the Middle Ages,
marriage involved not only two
individuals but also their relatives,
local communities, and secular
and religious authorities. Each of
these had different – sometimes
conflicting – ideas, priorities and
goals.
 
From the 12th century on, the
Catholic Church considered
matrimony a sacrament that
required only the free consent of
the spouses, in the form of an

exchange of vows. As a social
institution, however, marriage
was usually based on a legal
contract for the transfer of
property (the bride’s dowry),
which was signed in front of a
notary.
 
The 16th century was a watershed
period that saw sweeping
changes and the introduction of
stringent new requirements
designed to prevent clandestine
(or secret) unions that heads of
families opposed. In countries
converted to one of the new
Reformed or Protestant faiths,
marriage ceased to be a
sacrament, and laws were passed
strengthening parents’ control
over their dependent children.
 
In response to pressure from
secular governments, the Catholic
Church also modified its position
considerably in 1563, when the
Council of Trent decreed that a
wedding must henceforth be
performed in a parish church, by
an authorized priest, in the
presence of witnesses, and
following the proclamation of
“banns” (the public
announcement of the ceremony).
 
 



 Saint John at the Latin Gate, Rome. (Wikipedia)

Changes in legislation did not
always translate immediately into
changes in practice, however.
Situations of doubt or dispute
were common and frequently
ended up in court.
 

On the margins of the
papal city
This is the volatile background
against which the marriages
between men in Rome were set.
 
After piecing together
information from several
sources – diplomatic dispatches,

newsletters, fragments of a trial
transcript and brief wills – a much
fuller, if incomplete, picture of
what took place emerges.
 
On a Sunday afternoon in July
1578, a sizable group of men
gathered at Saint John at the Latin
Gate, a beautiful but remote
church on the outer edge of
Rome. Many of them were friends
who had met there on previous
occasions. They were mostly poor
immigrants from Spain and
Portugal but included several
priests and friars. 



They ate and drank in an
atmosphere that was festive, yet
strangely subdued. It turned
suddenly to confusion and fear
with the arrival of the police, who
arrested 11 of those present. The
rest fled.
 
The Roman authorities had been
tipped off about the group’s plans
to celebrate a marriage, perhaps
not for the first time, between
two of its members. In the end,
the wedding between Gasparo
and Gioseffe hadn’t taken place:
The latter – reportedly ill – failed
to appear. But Gasparo was
among those taken prisoner, and,
following a trial that lasted three
weeks, executed.
 
The exact nature and purpose of
the intended ceremony remain
uncertain. Some sources describe
a marriage celebrated after Mass.
Others refer to the giving of rings,
a hermit who officiated or
adolescents taking part under
constraint or even disguised as
women.
 
What we know for sure is that the
afternoon was to culminate, like
most weddings at the time, in a
celebratory feast and the

consummation of the union – that
is, in the couple (and, in this
instance, perhaps others) having
sex.
 

Like husband and wife?
Although the same was not true
of all the group’s members,
Gasparo and Gioseffe conformed
to established gender norms
when having intercourse:
According to evidence from the
trial, the latter took a “male”
(penetrative) role, the former a
“female” (receptive) one.
 
In other respects, however, their
relationship didn’t resemble that
of traditional spouses. Most
importantly, Gioseffe was a friar,
prevented from marrying in the
eyes of the Church. Gioseffe’s
attachment to a convent also
means that it’s unlikely the pair
planned on living together. This
distinguishes them not only from
men and women who married but
also from the female married
couples we know about from the
period, who – like the women
described by Montaigne – often
did establish a common
household, with one cross-
dressing and living as a man.



In light of the group’s generally
promiscuous behavior, it seems
equally unlikely that Gasparo and
Gioseffe intended to embark on a
sexually exclusive relationship
and thus that they believed the
sacrament would remove the
sinfulness that the Church
attached to all extramarital sex.
 Finally, the purpose of the feast
following the planned wedding
was not personal or religious but
communal. Despite the fact that it
greatly increased the chances that
the men would be caught, it was
clearly important to them as a
way to express and build a sense
of community. The socially
marginalized friends at the Latin
Gate had, in fact, developed

several of the characteristics of a
sexual subculture, like those that
would later be found in large
European cities in the 18th
century.
 
In a number of ways, they
anticipated the networks of
“mollies” in London and Paris’
“gens de la manchette” (“men of
the cuff”), with their regular
meeting places, social activities
and a shared slang. The evidence,
then, points to a handful of
motivations behind the Roman
weddings. Since the friends took
the ceremony seriously enough to
put themselves at considerable
risk, it very likely served to
recognize and sanction Gasparo

Yates Thompson 13   f. 61v. Detail of a bas-de-page scene of two ladies being followed by a
maid, holding their trains. (British Library)



and Gioseffe’s relationship,
claiming that such a union should
be possible. At the same time, it
may also have had a playful
element, parodying and subtly
criticizing elements of a
traditional wedding.
 

An argument for
marriage equality?
In one sense, the context for
extending marriage rights to
same-sex couples today is very
different from the 16th century,
when most marriages weren’t
based primarily on love and didn’t
establish legal equality between
the spouses.
 
It was after the changes effected
by the women’s rights movement
in the second half of the 20th
century to make the institution
more equitable that gay and
lesbian activists adopted
marriage equality as their major

goal. Nevertheless, the stories
from the 16th century show that
marriage has never been a
universal and fixed phenomenon.
It has a contested history, one that
both excludes and includes same-
sex couples, who have claimed
marriage on their own terms.
 
When viewed through this lens,
the ceremony planned that
summer afternoon in Rome
overturns the narrative that
recent political victories were only
the culmination of a modern,
20th-century campaign. The
friends who met at the Latin Gate
offer a striking example of how
same-sex couples have long
claimed the right to marry and, at
the same time, challenged some
of marriage’s traditional norms.
 
This article originally appeared in the
Conversation.
 

 The Missing Myth: A New Vision of Same-Sex Love by Gilles Herrada



Images of Medieval Love:
The Manuscript of Pierre Sala - Stowe 955

By Sandra Alvarez

I was incredibly fortunate to have a friend point out this lovely little
digitized manuscipt just in time for Valentine"s Day. While I'm not
big on the romance that comes with this holiday, Pierre Sala's
manuscript gave me a glimpse of medieval romance, along with a
good dose of humour. Here are a few observations....

Pierre Sala, Petit Livre d'Amour, France (Paris and Lyon), c. 1500, Stowe MS 955, f.
13r 



Sadly, not much is known about the early life of Pierre Sala. Born in
Lyon, somtime in August 1457, the little that we do know is that his
father came from a family of artisans and his mother may have died
giving birth to him (she died the same day he was born).
 
Sala became a collector of antiques, a poet, and valet in the courts of
Charles VIII of France (1483-1498) and King Louis XII of France
(1462-1515). He was at court during a pivotal time in French history;
the early years of the Italian Wars (1494-1559). He retired from court
life in his sixties, after the death of Louis XIII, returning to live out the
rest of his days in Lyon alternating between a summer home in the
country, and a city home in the winter.
 
His book, Petit Livre de Amour, contains a collection of his love poems
to his mistress, Marguerite Builoud. It is digitized and held in the
British Library as Stowe MS 955.
 
The volume was small enough for Margeurite to conceal in a box
enabling her to carry her lover’s devotions. The box was made of
wood, bound with leather, and had rings that allowed her to attach it
to her girdle with a chain.
Pierre showed his love to
Marguerite in a series of twelve
delicate and beautiful pictures.
Each picture has a corresponding
verse relating to either love or a
moral lesson. I'm sharing a few of
my favourites for Valentine's Day.
 
(Right) (f. 13v) framed and
accompanied above and below by
the initials 'M' and 'P' and the initial
'M' made of crossed compasses.
Text written in gold on purple-
stained parchment



One of my favourite images of this manuscript depicts Pierre
dropping his heart into a flower. The flower is a daisy, which in French
is "marguerite", the name of his beloved, symbolizing Pierre giving his
heart to her. Cheesy, but well executed and clever.
 
(f. 6r), Pierre Sala dropping 'his' heart in a marguerite, a word-play on the
name of his mistress Marguerite Bullioud.



A close up of Pierre Sala. Quite the handsome Devil! While I'm not a
fan of the hair, I can sort-of see his appeal. This striking portrait was
painted by the  anonymous artist, 'Maître de la Chronique
Scandaleuse', (the Master of the Scandalous Chronicle), who is also
responsible for all twelve miniatures in Pierre's book. The artist was
well known in Paris towards the end of the 15th/beginning of the
16th century, and nick-named after his most famous work: The
Scandalous Chronicle.



What's going on here? Not exactly romance, but possibly revenge! Is
this what happened to you if you went after someone else's girl in
late medieval France - you were trampled on by a man piggy-backing
another man?!...actually, no, this is manuscript, (f. 12r,) A man carrying
another one on his shoulders and stamping on a man lying on the
ground (an illustration of the proverb 'trampling on one man to help
another'). I still think my explanation is better....



This is a really sweet miniature - a fun game of blind man's bluff. The
flirty, young suitor chasing the pretty maids in a garden of roses in full
bloom. I bet he's cheating...
 
(f. 7r), A blind man's bluff.
 
 



I actually thought this guy was about to pick-pocket the girl while she
was playing bagpipes but it looks like it's a lot less sinister than that. Is
this a reference to Robin Hood and Maid Marion? That what it sounds
like according to the description: (f. 9r), A man and a woman playing
bagpipes (Robin and Marion).
 
To see more fantastic images, please visit the British Library's
Digitized Manuscripts page: Stowe MS 955



Travel
Places to See:

MUHBA, Barcelona
By Sandra Alvarez

Above:  Plaça del Rei - Museum of Barcelona. Opporite page: Continuation of
the spectacular museum building. (Photos by Medievalists.net)



In my fourth and final travel piece on Barcelona, I
take you inside the MUHBA, Museu d'Història de
Barcelona. Located in Barcelona's Gothic Quarter,
this incredible museum traces the history of
Barcelona from its Prehistoric roots to the present
day. It has a remarkable underground
archaeological exhibit; the discovery of Barcino,
the ancient city dating from Roman times to the
Early Middle Ages. The museum also houses the
beautiful Gothic altarpiece of medieval Catalan
painter, Jaume Huguet (1412-1492), and the
painstakingly rebuilt Casa Padellàs, the rescued
remains of a 15th-16th century palace.



Travel Tips
Origins
The MUHBA was officially
inaugurated on April 14, 1943.
It has since expanded to
include a wide array of sites
under the MUHBA banner such
as the Temple of Augustus, the
Roman Funeral Way, and the
Domus of Saint Honorat.
Right: View of the Gothic
courtyard of the museum from
inside the Roman area.
Below: The vast expanse of the
Barcino, 4000m2 of the old
Roman and Early Medieval city
under the museum!



Saint Agatha's
Chapel 
The museum's Plaça del Rei
(King's Square) is surrounded
by several medieval structures,
one being the 14th century
chapel of Saint Agatha. The
stark, but stunning, chapel
holds the magnificent Gothic
altarpiece by Jaume Huguet.
Saint Agatha was a Sicilian
saint, martyred in 251AD
under the rule of the Roman
Emperor Trajan Decius
(201-251 AD) for her
unwavering belief in the new

Jaume Huguet was born in
Valls, northeastern Spain, in
1412. He was orphaned at a
young age and moved to
Barcelona with his painter
uncle.  Jaume was influenced
by the Flemish style of painting
and was commissioned to
create this beautiful Ephiphany
altarpiece by the Crown of
Catalonia and Aragon in 1464.
Above: A view of the chapel in
its entirety.
Right: A close up of the
Ephiphany altarpiece. (All
photos by Medievalists.net)



Above: 5th c. funerary tombstone showing the
the gradual Christianization of Barcino.  It depicts
the symbols Alpha and Omega, and a cross.
Below: 7th c. Visigothic brooch and belt plaques

Early
Medieval
Barcelona
In addition to the
immense Roman
archeological
discovery, a
considerable
number of
Visigothic objects
demonstrating to
shift from Roman
to Christian belief
were found in the
Barcino. The
remains of an Early
Medieval Church
were uncovered
containing a
baptistery, and
bishop's palace.



Late Medieval
This large wall mural (pictured
above) dates to the late 13th/early
14th century. It was discovered on
the top floor of a tower in a house
(depicted in the picture on the right)
on Carrer Basea, not far from the
Basilica of Santa Maria del Mar. The
artwork depicts a military theme
showing a group of armoured
horsemen. The images were intact
enough to enable curators to
identify the heraldry of the knights
as belonging to Barcelona's
nobility. (Photos by Medievalists.net)



Travel Tips

Medieval Palace
Your visit to MUHBA fittingly
ends in the Late Medieval
palace in the Saló del Tinell,
built in the 14th century by
King Peter IV of Aragon
(1319-1387). The hall contains
several impressive murals,
such as this panel, part of a
three part cycle narrating the
the Conquest of Mallorca
(Anonymous, 1285-1290,
pictured right).  To book your
tickets, please visit:
museuhistoria.bcn.cat/eng



This remarkable collaborative exhibit takes a head-on approach to the
notion that there were divisions between a Roman Age, a Middle Age,
and then the dawning of the glorious Renaissance. Medieval people
had no notion of a noticeable chronological progression; they saw
their own contemporary culture as a continuation and evolution of
classical Greek and Roman traditions in art, literature, and
architecture.
 
The arts and culture of the Middle Ages were the inheritors of a rich
classical tradition. For more than a millennium following the fall of
Rome, antiquity was evoked and preserved through visual arts,
ceremony, and manuscript culture. Remembering Antiquity: The
Ancient World Through Medieval Eyes, on view now through May 28
at the J. Paul Getty Museum, explores the constant and varied
engagement of medieval people with the classical past.
 Remembering Antiquity: The Ancient World Through Medieval
Eyes
Exhibition at the J. Paul Getty Museum at the Getty Center
January 25-May 28, 2017

Remembering Antiquity:
The Ancient World Through

Medieval Eyes

by Danielle Trynoski

Exhibit Review



Co-curators Kristen Collins,
curator of Manuscripts at the
Getty Museum, and Kenneth
Lapatin, curator of Antiquities at
the Getty Villa, worked with
former curatorial assistant
Rheagan Martin to carefully
select objects to illustrate this
continuum. The Getty Villa
contains the antiquities
collection, while the Getty
Museum houses a broader
encyclopedia including medieval
manuscripts and art.
“We had to choose objects which
conversed with each other,” says
Collins, when asked about
working with two diverse
collections.
 
While it made the object selection
more difficult, it helped the
curators think about objects in
different ways as they considered
candidates for the exhibit.
Lapatin pointed out a Romano-
Egyptian cup, with the base
displayed to show zodiac
imagery. The interior of this
piece was typically displayed but
in this exhibit, the base
corresponded with 13th century
illustrations of the zodiac in a
12th century manuscript.
 
Bringing together objects from
the Getty Museum’s antiquities
collection with works from the
manuscripts collection, the
exhibition is divided into three

sections. Section one, the
Language of Forms, explores the
fluidity of artistic forms across
antiquity and the Middle Ages.
The styles and motifs of classical
art provided a rich vocabulary
for medieval artists and patrons.
The adoption and use of certain
images and symbols “shows the
flexibility of the visual
languages,” says Collins. The
second, Transmission of
Knowledge, focuses on the
classical knowledge base that was
preserved by and transmitted
through the work of medieval
scribes and artisans. The last
section, History and Invention,
explores medieval understanding
of, and approaches to, the past.
 
Throughout the three sections,
there is a clear lineage between
the classical motifs and the
medieval. Lapatin emphasizes,
“Antiquity was remembered,
lived, and engaged with
throughout the Middle Ages”. 
Selections demonstrate targeted
usage of classic imagery in
medieval contexts, such as the
improved clarity of Carolingian
minuscule introduced in the 8th
century imitating the crisp
inscriptions of Roman epitaphs.
Not only was this an attempt to
make communication more
convenient, but a Carolingian
adoption of Imperial power.



Statuette of a Griffin and Arimasp,
Greek, bronze, 125-175 a.d., The Getty
Villa. Greek and Roman tales of griffins
included their battles against the
Arimasp peoples which occasionally
resulted in a griffin attack like the one
shown here. Depictions of their violent
nature such as this one may have
influenced medieval illustrators when
thinking about how to embody sin.

Initial S: Griffin and Rider, Psalter,
Wurzburg, around 1240-1250 a.d.
The Getty Museum. Griffins and
other composite beasts from the
classical pantheon were translated
into the Christian narrative to
illustrate man's battle with sin.

Canon table pages, Gospel Book,
Lorsch, 826-838 a.d. The Getty
Museum. The clear and carefully
spaced letters imitate Roman
inscriptions, while the multi-
colored columns evoke the rich
marble of Antique basilicas and
other architectural features.

Cup with Zodiacal Signs, Romano-
Egyptian, steatite, around 150 a.d. The
Getty Villa. Base shows the goddess Isis-
Sothis, a combination of the Egyptian Isis
and the Dog Star Sirius. The central
goddess figure is seated on a dog and
surrounded by the signs of the zodiac. 



This adoption manifested in
other symbols, such as the use of
acanthus leaves in illuminations.
The placement of a Roman
Cinerarium near an illustration
shows the use of this symbol of
robust life as another allegory of
Imperial power and strength.
 

Another example includes
Alexander (yes, the Great one)
becoming an icon of medieval
chivalry. While Alexander’s
features were well-documented
in coinage, medals, and statuary,
this was disregarded in medieval
illuminations including a
celebration of his birth and his
gentling of his mighty warhorse
Bucephalas. Medieval depictions
of Alexander show him as a
contemporary gentleman,

clothed in fine frocks. A far cry
from his tradition nude depiction
in the classical periods!
 

A fascinating dichotomy emerges
as you move through the exhibit
and look at the various case
studies: humans and non-humans
have a different trajectory from
the Roman to the medieval
presentation. In most of the
comparisons shown, human
characters from history such as
Alexander and Augustus keep
their personalities and
achievements yet their
appearance is readily altered to
fit a medieval aesthetic. Creatures
such as Skylla, the monster
mentioned in the Odyssey, keep
elements of their appearance yet
change their 

Above: Cinerarium with Lid, Roman, marble, around
20-40 a.d. The Getty Villa. This marble chest held the
ashes of the dead and is elaborately carved with
acanthus leaves, a symbol of life in Greek and Roman
art. Right: Decorated Initial P, Tours, around 845 a.d.,
Leaf from a Bible. The Getty Museum. This initial and
others in this book borrow classical motifs from
architecture and monuments. 



Above Left: Statuette of Alexander the Great, Greek, marble, 200-100 b.c., and Coin with
Alexander the Great with the Horn of Zeus Ammon, Greek, silver, minted in Lysimachia,
297-281 b.c. These represent the classical depictions of Alexander, nobly & proudly nude.
Above Right: Initial P, Alexander the Great Carried Aloft by Griffins, in Scholastic History by
Peter Comestor, Austria, around 1300 a.d., The Getty Museum. Alexander baits griffins to
carry him heavenward, with a hint of a clever grin. Below: The Birth of Alexander, by the
Master of the Jardin de Vertueuse consolation and assistant, in the Book of the Deeds of
Alexander the Great, by Quintus Curtius Rufus and trans. Vasco da Lucena, Bruges, around
1470-1475 a.d. The Getty Museum. Gaily dressed ladies cheer the birth of the future king,
while sporting the latest fashions of 15th century Bruges. In the background, a young
Alexander (also stylishly dressed) rides Bucephalas.



 meaning. In the example shown,
an applique of Skylla shows a
woman’s head and torso with
scaly lower extremities ending in
dogs’ heads. Skylla, meaning
“puppy” in Greek, apparently
sounded like a dog barking and a
vase fragment also shows her
lower limbs ending in dogs’
heads. In the 15th century
medieval counterpart, Skylla
becomes a representative of
strange peoples who live beyond
the edge of the world in Vincent
de Beauvais’ Mirror of History.
Her form changes slightly, now
with two dogs’ heads and human
legs. Her form alters slightly
while her function as a
supporting character to the text
changes dramatically.
 

Other classic symbols could be
used in a positive or negative
manner depending on the
medieval context. The exhibit
uses the example of Victory/Nike,
a beautiful winged creature
which typically was a positive
being. This icon transferred into
the standard Christian angel
fairly smoothly, again
maintaining its form while
changing its function. While the
figure of a human-like creature
with wings quickly became a
Christian symbol, it became a
representative of both good and
evil, as both an angel and a
demon.
 

The adaptation of images,
characters, and symbols from
Roman to medieval is clearly
illustrated throughout this
exhibit. While our modern
perspective tends to create
chronological breaks, the
medieval artists and politicians
absorbed and reshaped Roman
cultural elements seemingly
without missing a beat. It makes
me wonder how our recent
history will be represented in art,
literature and architecture, and
how future historians will discuss
our chronology. What years are
included in the Civil Rights Era?
Are we still in the Post-World
War II Era, or is it over? More
than just a stunning display of
collaboration between the two
collections of the Getty Villa and
Museum, this exhibit is a study in
historiography. We, as the
analysts of past experiences and
decisions, need to appreciate the
challenge raised by Collins,
Lapatin, and Martin in our
consideration of history no
matter our subject or specialty.
 

If you are in Los Angeles in the
next few months, come by the
Getty Museum for this exhibit.
Even if you’re not in sunny SoCal,
you can access images of the
entire exhibit checklist through
the Getty’s website: http://www.
getty.edu/art/exhibitions/
antiquity_manuscripts/
 



Above: Greek representations
of Skylla, silver and gold
applique; terracotta fragment,
c. 4th cen. b.c. The Getty Villa
Left: Skylla and Sirens, in
Mirror of History by Vincent de
Beauvais trans. Jean de Vignay,
Ghent, around 1475 a.d. The
Getty Museum.
Below Left: Fresco with
Victoria, Roman, plaster and
pigment, 50-75 a.d. The Getty
Villa.
Below Right: Earrings with
Nike, Greek, gold and glass,
225-175 b.c. The Getty Villa



Above: Head of Augustus,
Roman, marble, 25-1 b.c., The
Getty Museum. Easily
identifiable by Roman scholars,
this is a typical depiction of
Augustus widely reproduced in
many media. Ignoring his
signature look, this emperor's
character was commonly used
in medieval illuminations yet in
the garb of a medieval king
 
Right: August: Augustus,
Stammheim Missal, Hildesheim,
around 1170's a.d. The Getty
Museum. Here, the
characteristics of the classical
portrayal of Augustus are
completely replaced by a more
generic image of a medieval
ruler, grasping an orb to signal
his power over the world.



Kingmakers: How Power in England was
Won and Lost on the Welsh Frontier

By Timothy Venning

Book Excerpt



For a medieval English king,
delegation was a necessary evil;
and nowhere more necessary –
nor more potentially disastrous –
than on the Anglo-Welsh borders.
 
The Marcher lords first
empowered by William I were
relied upon by subsequent
Norman and Plantagenet kings to
protect the dangerous frontiers of
the realm. In Wales, as in Ireland,
the smaller size and military
weakness of divided
neighbouring states encouraged
conquest, with the seized lands
enhancingthe power of the
aggressive English lords. They
were granted ever greater
authority by the monarch, to the
point where they believed they
ruled like kings. They
intermarried, schemed for extra
lands and snatched power in
acomplex and often violent
political process. Owing to their
resources and unparalleled
military effectiveness, they soon
came to overawe kings and
dominate national events.
 
The strength of the Marcher lords
would come to thefore at
numerous times in the nation’s
history in the shape of notorious
figures such as Simon de Montfort

and Roger Mortimer. The civil war
of King Stephen’s reign,

thebaronial resistance to King
John, the overthrow of Edward II
and Richard II; all of these crises
turned upon the involvement of
the lords of the Marches.Venning
explores their mentality and
reveals the dramaticcareers both
of those who prospered from their
loyalty to the king and those
whose power was gained by
treachery –from theNorman
Conquest to thebeginnings of the
Tudor dynasty
 
Timothy Venning studied history
at Kings College, London to PhD
level,winning the London University
History Prize in 1979. He has written
articles for the Dictionary of
National Biography, as well as a
book on Oliver Cromwell and
reference works on British office-
holders and the chronology of the
Byzantine Empire.
 
Available in Kindle, Kobo and
iBook formats.
 
Follow Amberley on Twitter:
@amberleybooks
 
Follow Amberley on Facebook
 



DO ask about her bliaut or wimple. She probably spent hours agonizing over
the fabric (silk, satin, linen?) and color (brown, purple, yellow?). If it’s
embroidered, you’ll be able to pick up some great hints about her family and
her interests. You think those are the same thing? Think again. While the
hare might mean peace or fertility on her family crest, maybe she once
rescued a young one and healed its leg before her father’s hounds brought
it in for supper. Use her accessories to strike up a conversation.

Are you a medieval knight going on a blind date? Maybe
you’re the heir to the kingdom yet still suffer from shyness
and anxiety when you’re faced with a fair maiden? Here
are five tips for a successful blind date that will surely
convince her to hand over a favor or two!
 

Five Ways to Win Her Heart:
Advice for the Nervous Nobleman

Best of Medievalists.net

Below: Tenture de la Vie Seigneuriale: Scène
Galantes, c. 1500-1520, Pays du Sud. Right: Scène
de l’histoire du Busant: tournoi et depart des
époux, c. 1480, Rhin Supérieur. Both tapestries in
the collection of Le Musée de Cluny, Paris



DON’T ask her about her dowry or worse, the state of her father’s coffers.
Leave the business talk for another day. For all you know, your own father
might already have the contractual marriage matters all worked out with
the clerks and her father. You might already be betrothed or married even
though you’ve just met; you know how your father works! Questions
about her family’s estates, products, tithes, trade connections, or market
sales are sure to bore her. Besides, she’s a young noblewoman and
shouldn’t be concerned with such matters. Keep the conversation light
and uncomplicated; leave the heavy lifting for the professionals. That’s
why they’re servants anyway.

DO impress her with your superb trestle table manners. Carefully cut your
meat and poultry, showing off the fine filigree and gilt-work on your knife
handle by angling your hand just so. Pass on the vegetables; after all,
those are peasant dishes and you are far above that. Comment
intelligently on the fineness of the milled flour in the trencher so she can
recognize the excellent product of your mills. Think up a cracking good
joke about the saltpeter, especially if it’s a finely formed mystical creature.
If you have fine wines, ask her how it feels on her palate and if she
prefers a Rhenish or a Rhone blend. Again, these comments draw her
attention to the wealth of your estate. At the end of the meal, make a loud
public announcement proclaiming your wish to give the used trenchers to
the poor beggars outside the hall. She’s sure to be overwhelmed and
impressed by your Christian charity. And speaking of Christian virtues…

‘The Feast of Dives’ by the
Master of James IV of
Scotland; from The Spinola
Hours (Latin), c.
1510-1520. Photo by D.
Trynoski at the J. Paul
Getty Museum.



DON’T talk about the fringe
group of Huguenots hiding
out in the woods. If she’s been
properly raised as your father
assures you, then she will
likely be shocked to hear that
your estate might be hosting
heretics. Religion can be a
very touchy subject and it’s
best to avoid it all together.
Make sure to start a
conversation about your
friend the Archbishop, and
that one time when you guys
did that one thing on that one
Crusade. You could even
discover a common interest
if you have the same favorite
saint’s day! How great would
it be to have your second date
be attending a service at the
cathedral or your family
chapel?

DO ask her if she’ll hold your stirrup when you go out on your next hunt.
It’s a sure-fire way to show her that you’re interested so that you won’t play
the will-she-ask-her-clerk-to-write-a-message-or-should-I-write-first
waiting game of uncertainty after your date. Not only is it a huge honor for
her, but she’ll be able to see how well you sit and ride compared to your
companions, and smell your horse’s sweat and saliva! Before you mount
up, you could even covertly brush up against her and whisper a sweet poem
into her ear. It’s an ideal situation in which you can really get to know each
other!
 
Now, my fine sir, I truly hope that your concerns are somewhat
easier to bear. Upon meeting your lady, maintaining a good
character and a courteous manner will ensure that any evening

Le retour de la chasse, c. 1500-1520, Pays du Sud,
Musée de Cluny, Paris



Above: Tenture de la Vie Seigneuriale: Scène Galantes, c. 1500-1520, Pays du Sud
Lower Left: Tenture à l’oiseau, Intermède musicale, c. 1520, Pays-Bas du Sud
Lower Right: Tenture à l’oiseau, Collation, c. 1520, Pays-Bas du Sud
All tapestries shown here are in the collections of le Musée de Cluny, Paris. Photos by D. Trynoski



 

Tower:  An Epic History
of the Tower of London

by Nigel Jones
reviewed by Jennie Erikson 

If buildings could speak, we would
probably all be long dead before the
Tower of London finished telling
the story of its life.  Spanning over a
millennium, the White Tower was
the first true castle built in England,
first in wood and subsequently in
stone.  The host of characters and
the monumental events housed
within its walls represent the
history of England itself,
dominating London and the
medieval world in often
unbelievable and unspeakable ways.
Now one of the most famous tourist
attractions in the world, the Tower
stands witness to the distant past.
 
During its long and eventful life, the
Tower has been a zoo, a royal
residence, a fortress, a prison, a
torture chamber, a political arena,
and a tourist trap.  And since the
Tower cannot speak for itself, Nigel
Jones has stepped in as its
biographer to tell its fascinating
and gruesome tales.

Tower is widely researched and is
admirable for the breadth of
information it covers.  We learn of
the White Tower’s creation in the
1000’s by William the Conqueror
and his architect, Gundulf the
Wailing Monk (a very emotional
man, it appears), and all the
subsequent additions made by later
kings.
 
We learn of the Tower’s changing
role throughout its lifetime, and
about many of the famous people
who stayed there (both willingly and
unwillingly) and those who died
there (all unwillingly, presumably).
We see the Tower’s suicides, its
royal births, its murdered kings, its
famous lodgers, its tortures, and its
bloody executions.  In a
conversational and generally
entertaining manner, Jones tells
1000 years of England’s history
through the lens and backdrop of
the Tower of London.   

Book Review





However, though the story of the
Tower is often thrilling, Jones’
writing is often less so.  I found the
book slightly disorienting because
of the way it was structured and
organized.  Sometimes it is a
chronological story of the Tower
and its events, and at other times
it’s separated by theme, so the book
and its anecdotes constantly jump
around in time without a connecting
narrative.
 

Although Jones includes specific
information on the building itself
and its timeline, a large portion of
the book is about major figures and
events in history just because at
some point they were related to the
Tower.  For example, he spends
chapters talking about the Wars of
the Roses in the 1400’s, providing
many details about particular
battles and leading figures, and the

causes and outcomes of the conflict,
even though very little of it actually
happened at the Tower.  At times
this felt like Jones was just trying to
fill space.  I mean, I’m happy to know
that Walter Ralegh’s wife kept his
embalmed head in a velvet bag for
years and that King James I loved to
step inside freshly killed stag
entrails, but I don’t really see what
that has to do with the Tower of
London.
 

My favorite parts of this book were
its random anecdotes, and Jones
does present these in a fun if
slightly disorganized way.  There
was the polar bear who lived at the
Tower in the 1200’s who fished in the
Thames while on a leash because no
one could afford the amount of fish
it took to feed him. 

Above: The Tower of London, officially Her Majesty's Royal Palace and Fortress of the Tower of London.
The White Tower is in the center with the four turrets. Photo by Hilarmont, CC BY-SA. Opposite Page:
Henry VIII by Joos van Cleve, c. 1531, Royal Collection. Portrait of Anne Boleyn, copied from an earlier
original, 1530's, National Portrait Gallery



There was Sir Isaac Newton, the
famous mathematician and
physicist in the 1600’s, engaged in
an obsessive Sherlock Holmes-like
search for his arch-nemesis, a
notorious forger, while Newton was
Warden of the Mint.  There is a
whole chapter on great escapes from
the Tower of London which is very
enjoyable, involving medieval cross-
dressing, invisible ink made of
orange juice, and even people who
made straw dummies of themselves
to try to fool their guards.  Many of
these stories were new to me and I
loved learning about them.
 

My biggest issue with this book (and
for me, this was a huge one!) is that
partway through I lost confidence in
Jones’ historical credibility.  It all
started when he asserted that King
Henry VIII had Cushing’s syndrome
and that he became infatuated with
Anne Boleyn when she was a
teenager.  Based on prior research

about Henry VIII, this did not ring
true to me.  After double-checking
the sources, I confirmed that while
Cushing’s syndrome is a possible
explanation for some of Henry’s
symptoms, there is absolutely no
physical evidence that he had it, it is
just a theory (something Jones
admits in the next chapter, though at
first presentation it is stated as
truth).
 

Similarly, the exact year of Anne
Boleyn’s birth is unknown, but given
the likely date range the youngest
she could possibly have been when
she and Henry got together was 19,
and she may have been as old as 25.
When I started fact-checking Jones, I
found that he often presents alleged
rumors and propaganda as
statements of fact, without
discussing sources or bias, which is
very disturbing to me in a historical
work.



Also, he literally calls Henry VIII a
“rotting hulk of flesh”, a “monster
of selfishness”, and a “murderous
monster”.  I get that historians can
have their own opinions on
historical figures, however using
such dramatic and subjective
language in a book comprised of
short blurbs (that are not backed up
with research) about people just
seems irresponsible to me.
Especially when Thomas More is
described as “saintly” in opposition
to Henry.  The medieval world as
seen by Jones is very black and
white, very two-dimensional, which I
found disappointing.  Don’t even get
me started on what he says about
Richard III.
 
Overall, I found Tower entertaining
and well worth the read.  The last
thousand years of English history is
fascinating and many of the
highlights are captured in this book,
as they relate to the Tower of
London.  Despite my issues with
Jones’ writing and the fact that some
of what he says should be taken with
a grain of salt, the book contains a
vast amount of information that is
portrayed very engagingly, and I
enjoyed reading it.
 
Jones gives a good sense of the
Tower’s continuity and importance
both as a living remnant of the past
and as a vital part of our present,
and why, after 1000 years, it
continues to be relevant and to
captivate the minds of people

worldwide.  But beware, this book
will make you want to buy a plane
ticket to go see the Tower for
yourself!
 
Jennie Erikson holds a Master of Arts
in Medieval Archaeology from the
University of York. She currently
manages a history book review
website at www.historybookreviews.
com 
and loves all kinds of history
including the High Middle Ages, the
Tudor Monarchy, and the American
Civil War.
 

Tower: An Epic History of
the Tower of London
Nigel Jones
Buy it on Amazon or from a
book retailer near you
ISBN 978-0312622961



Some Top Tips for Valentine’s Day
From Medieval Lovers

By Huw Grange

If you’d asked someone to be
your Valentine before the
14th century, they’d probably
have looked at you as if you
were mad. And checked you
weren’t holding an axe.
 
There were two saints by the
name of Valentine who were
venerated on February 14

during the Middle Ages. Both
Valentines were supposedly
Christian priests who fell foul
of Roman officials keen on
decapitation. But there’s little
in the early legends of either
saint to suggest a highly
successful posthumous career
as assistant Cupid. So I
wouldn’t go to them for tips.

Codex Manesse (1304-1340)



Parlement of Foules. Geoffrey Chaucer by Thomas Hoccleve (1412).
(Wikipedia)

It was probably Geoffrey Chaucer 
who got the Valentine’s ball
rolling. In his Parliament of
Fowls, Chaucer imagined the
goddess Nature pairing off all the
birds for the year to come on
“Seint Valentynes day”. First up is
the queenly eagle. She’s wooed at
great length by noble birds-of-
prey, much to the annoyance of
the ducks and cuckoos and other
low-ranking birds (eager to get on
with getting it on):
 
‘Come on!’ they cried, ‘Alas, you us
offend!
When will your cursed pleading
have an end?’
 
Amid impatient squawks rivalling
our very own Prime Minister’s
Questions (“Kek kek! kokkow!

quek quek!”), the she-eagle can’t
decide which suitor most deserves
her love. So she resolves to keep
’em keen till the following year.
 
But why on earth did Chaucer pick
a date in February for his avian
assembly? England’s birds aren’t
exactly in full voice at this time of
year, even with global warming.
Perhaps he was thinking of an
obscure St Valentine celebrated in
Genoa in the month of May. But
the Valentines fêted on February
14 were better-known, and that
was the date that stuck. Of course,
when it comes to matters of the
heart, we can hardly expect
reason to triumph.
 
 
 



Fiction to fact
Murky origins didn’t matter for
too long, however. By the turn of
the 15th century, fictional
lovebirds weren’t the only ones
singing their hearts out on
Valentine’s day.
 
According to its founding charter,
a society known as the “Court of
Love” was set up in France in 1400
as a distraction from a particularly
nasty bout of plague. This curious
document stipulates that every
February 14: “when the little birds
resume their sweet song” (sure
about that, guys?), members
should meet in Paris for a
splendid supper. Male guests
were to bring a love song of their
own composition, to be judged
by an all-female panel. More
effort than Tinder demands, then.
But if you want to make an
effort…
 
There’s no evidence that the
Court of Love convened as often
as planned (its charter provided
for monthly meetings in addition
to February 14 festivities). But nor
does it seem to have been pure
poetic fiction. Eventually totalling
950 or so, participants
represented quite a cross-section

of society, from the king of France
to the petite bourgeoisie.
Valentine’s day romance was no
longer just for the eagles.
 
Today’s February 14 love-fest,
then, is perhaps the result of a
group of medieval men and
women making life imitate art. If
so, their mimicry wasn’t
necessarily naïve. By staging the
most poetic of avian courtship
rituals, Chaucer’s Parliament of
Fowls prompts its audiences to
ponder the differences between
their “artistic” courtship and the
birds’ “natural” one. Texts like this
one helped medieval audiences
understand their identities as the
product of cultural artefacts. And
in this regard they can still help us
today.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Courtly Love - Codex Manesse
(1304-1340)



Four medieval tips
On a more practical note,
medieval literature can be of
assistance if you’re yet to find a
gift for a special someone this
Valentine’s day. Forget about
flashy jewellery; here are some
love tokens suitable for every
budget:
 
1.) Looking to reignite that spark
in your relationship? In his 12th-
century Art of Courtly Love 
Andreas Capellanus suggests
buying your partner a washbasin.
Who needs expensive perfume
when a good wash may do the
trick?
 
2.) How about personalising
some of your beloved’s clothes?
Add fasteners only you know how
to undo and you’ve got yourself
an instant chastity belt. (See the
12th-century tales by Marie de
France for examples of suitable
garments.)
 
3.) Alternatively, upcycle one of
your lover’s old shirts by sewing
strands of your hair into it. To
judge by Alexander’s reaction in
the 12th-century romance of
Cligés by Chrétien de Troyes,
they’ll never want to wear
anything else. (Hand-wash only.)

4.) And if the above just don’t
seem heartfelt enough, you could
always take a leaf out of Le
Chastelain de Couci’s book, who
(according to his 13th-century
biography) literally gave his heart
to his lover. (Beware unwanted
side effects.)
 
Top tip: provide a little literary
and historical context with the
above gifts and there’s even a
chance your Valentine won’t look
at you as if you’re holding an axe.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This article originally appeared in
the Conversation.

Codex Manesse, fol. 151r, Von Singenberg,
Truchseß zu St. Gallen,1305-1315.
(Wikipedia)



How to be a Romance Hero in
Five Easy Steps

By Danièle Cybulskie

Lady love minne shoots an arrow on the lover detail of a painting found on
the inside a boxlid Germany c 1320.



The courtly love tradition gave rise to some absolutely beautiful
literature over the course of the Middle Ages, and Valentine’s Day is
always a good time to revisit some good, old-fashioned romance.
Despite being based around a concept that involved the breaking of
a very big rule (adultery), courtly love had some strict rules of its
own. It’s fair to say that these tips won’t go over so well in real life
(look at Ulrich von Liechtenstein), and you should probably not
expect a happy ending. Nevertheless, if you follow these simple
steps, you can be a hero straight out of a medieval romance in no
time at all.

The Lovers. (1470)
Swaibian School. The Cleveland Museum of Art,

Delia and L.E. Holden Funds. 

1. Choose a lover
To be a good courtly lover,
you should pick someone
worthy of your affections,
but also someone who can
raise your profile. A good
choice to be the object of
your devotion should be a
lady who is beautiful,
powerful, virtuous, and also
unobtainable. Choosing a
perfect, yet unobtainable
lady to pine over will make it
easy for you to summon up
the flood of tears,
spontaneous poetry, and
fainting spells required to
show the depth of your
feelings. In choosing
Guinevere, Lancelot checks
all the right boxes. You want
to pick a lady who’ll make
you look good just by
chasing her.



2. Exchange some
tokens
Once you’ve selected your lady,
it’s time to exchange some tokens
to sigh over. A classic love token
is always the lady’s favour – a
scarf, ribbon, or sleeve – that you
can wear into the tournament. It’s
important to wear a favour that is
obvious, but not too obvious. You
want to sort of wave it around so
that people know you’ve got
yourself the affections of a great
lady, but you don’t want to tip off
her husband – just everybody
else. Luckily, romance husbands
can be as oblivious as they are
cruel, so you can usually be pretty
flashy. Rings are also great tokens;
the more bejeweled or magical,
the better. Don’t worry if your
hand sizes are extremely
different: the ring will always
manage to fit. If you can’t officially
get a token, found items work,
too. Lancelot again sets a great
example by fainting over a few
hairs of Guinevere’s. (For some
real-life medieval love tokens,
click here.)
 

3. Sneak in some time
for canoodling
One thing that’s awesome about

medieval romance is that there’s
always a convenient forest or
garden to canoodle in. If you’re
lucky, your lady will also be from
the faerie otherworld, like
Launfal’s, and will bring her own
tent full of cushions to lie on.
Alternatively, you can sneak in a
window and “find solace” in the
lady’s bedroom if her husband is
away. It helps if you’re also a
shapeshifter, like Yonec, because
then you can just fly in. Otherwise,
you may need to enlist your lady
to drop you a sheet. Upper-arm
strength is important for this
maneuver, so it’s never too early
to start strength training, just in
case.
 

4. Watch for spies
If you’re going to be canoodling,
it’s a fact: you’re going to be
distracted. Try not to let your
guard all the way down, though,
because if there’s one thing that’s
true about great ladies, it’s that
they have jealous husbands. It’s a
safe bet that if you are in the
canoodling phase, there is some
sort of lady-in-waiting standing by
to catch you two lovebirds out.
(This, no doubt, is why they’re
called ladies-in-waiting.) A spy in
the woodwork, or behind a



love affair quickly and unhappily, as Yonec discovered. Don’t let this
happen to you. Always check behind the curtains (although maybe
not the way Hamlet does).
 

5. Obey your lady
Because this is medieval romance and your lady is essentially a prize
to be won, you may discount the wisdom underneath those luscious
locks. It’s a mistake to believe your lady doesn’t know what she’s
talking about when it comes to things like the jealousy level of her
husband, or the likelihood of getting caught. It’s an even bigger
mistake to break a promise to her, leading to terrible consequences
like madness (Lancelot and Ywain), the threat of capital punishment
(Launfal), or extremely long quests (also Ywain). It may sound crazy,
but ladies don’t appreciate being forgotten about or ill-treated. Better
for you, then, to show up at the appointed time and place, and keep
your lips zipped about her identity. Although this still won’t guarantee
you a happy ending, it will at least give you a bit more time to enjoy
the joys and the pains of romantic love.
 
All joking aside, the courtly love tradition is the source of some
brilliant and endlessly entertaining stories. For a quick start, check out
The Lais of Marie de France or the many works of Chrétien de Troyes.
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Feature Art/ifact Spotlight
The Lady and the Unicorn Tapestries

Set of 6 tapestries, woven around 1500 a.d., wool and silk
Musée de Cluny, Paris

l’Ouïe (Hearing)



This tapestry set contains some of the most well-known images from
medieval art, yet many details about them are still unknown. Some
viewers consider them the epitomy of the romantic medieval
allegory, while others see them representing the transition to the
Renaissance by engaging with the natural and scientific world.
 

The high quality of the design and production has always marked this
set as special, however it is possible that one or more tapestries is
missing. Five of them represent the five senses (according to most
interpretations), while the sixth known as À mon seul désir (My only
desire) is enigmatic. The main characters are a noble lady, a unicorn,
a lion, the lady’s attendant, and a few featured animals. While the
dresses are mostly contemporary with other tapestries, their
hairstyles are a bit of mystery in certain scenes. The action in À mon
seul désir is difficult to determine as well; is the lady taking jewels off
as if transitioning into a simpler life? Or is she taking jewels out of the
coffer and selecting her accessories?
 

The unicorn plays various roles throughout the series. In the tapestry
representing Touch, the lady sensually grips the unicorn’s horn while
it gazes at her. In Sight it lies in repose on her lap while it quizzically
observes its reflection in a mirror held by the lady. Sometimes its role
is more removed, such as in Hearing while it passively listens to the
lady playing an instrument.
 

The repeated coat of arms, the triple crescent on an azur band,
connects the tapestries with the Le Viste family. This prominent noble
family held roles in the Paris Parliament and was well-connected
within the royal household. The reason for the tapestries’ creation is
not known, nor is their place of production and design. It is possible
that they were designed by an artist known as the Master of the Très
Petits Heures, who was active around 1500 a.d. and produced the Très
Petits Heures devotional manuscript for Queen Anne of Brittany.
 

The tapestries are the subject of multiple novels, including Tracy
Chevalier’s The Lady and the Unicorn and Kelly Jones' The Seventh
Unicorn. Their characters have entranced many viewers, confused
medieval historians, and inspired artists. The Lady and the Unicorn
tapestries are rightly considered one of the most important treasures
remaining from the Medieval period, and will continue to entrance
with their romantic, whimsical nature.
 

All photos taken by D. Trynoski at the Musée de Cluny (Le Musée National du
Moyen Âge - Thermes et hotel de Cluny), Paris





Oppsite page:
Top: À mon seul désir (My only desire)
Lower Left: l’Odorat (Smell)
Center: Detail from À mon seul désir
Lower Right: Detail from  l’Odorat:
Monkey smelling a flower
 
This page:
Below: le Toucher (Touch)
Right: Detail from le Toucher
 



Top to bottom:
le Goût (Taste)
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Goût: Monkey
eating a
sweetmeat
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The Five-Minute
Medievalist 

Funny, informative, and down-to-
earth, this ebook features thirteen of
the most popular articles from
Medievalist.net's Five-Minute
Medievalist, Danièle Cybulskie.
Readers will learn about everything
from the Templars, to popular movie
myths, to love and lust advice from a
12th-century priest. Exclusive content
includes two never-before-published
articles on quirky medieval words we
still use every day, and the surprising
sexual secrets of the Middle Ages.
Unlock the mysteries of the medieval
world, five minutes at a time.
 
“From crusading and warfare to
medieval pies and sex tips, The Five-
Minute Medievalist is a witty and very
informative guide to the very best bits
of the Middle Ages.” - Dan Jones,
historian and BBC presenter
 
 

You can buy the ebook for $3.99 - for Amazon go to http://
amzn.to/1YfqwBz - for Kobo go to https://store.kobobooks.

com/en-us/ebook/the-five-minute-medievalist
 

You can also buy it through Danièle's website at 
http://www.danielecybulskie.com/

By Danièle Cybulskie


